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***The Shifters of Oak Mountain have a secret to guard... and some curvy***The Shifters of Oak Mountain have a secret to guard... and some curvy
ladies ready to share in their adventures... of all kinds ; )...ladies ready to share in their adventures... of all kinds ; )...

Get your fill of Bear shifter goodness...as they seek to claim the curvy woman they so desire. They run the gambit,

from Bosses, to Billionaires, to a Secret Protector, to one who just wants a good old fashioned Mail Order Bride ... all

served up for your pleasure when you come and visit Oak Mountain in this 4 Novella Box Set

You'll meet Blaine and Estelle who have to endure the tension of an employee boss relationship...where they are oh so

close...but cannot touch...even as his Bear rages to claim her...and that's before the Dragons start messing with his

business...

Then there's the tale of Kent and Adrian...he is assigned to protect her...but she can't know...and worse she is her own

worst enemy as trouble is practically painted on her forehead...oh and did I mention the awkward fact that they

hooked up before any of this...and she is his employers daughter...

Add to those steamy tales a single dad shifter who is just getting it together after a brutal divorce...he is just about to

get the big promotion at a very old school firm...of course a secret baby coming out...well that would destroy
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everything...but maybe the young lady will be his salvation after all as secrets swim behind closed doors...

Finally what's a Bad Boy Bear to do when he finally decides he is ready to put his dangerous ways behind him and

settle down? He's going to need a mail order bride of course...but let's just say Darren get's a lot more than he

bargained for...and as she finally escapes her dead end small town world Kelly will have her eyes opened to just what

the big wide world has to offer ; ) ...

Enjoy!

This is a set of four standalone shifter romance novellas that contain No Cheating, No Cliffhangers and of course all

have HEAS ; ). Each of the four novellas is a 30,000 story and for a limited time also please enjoy a few select bonus

stories from a few of our other series...

Warning: This ebook contains mature themes and language and is meant for 18+ readers only.Warning: This ebook contains mature themes and language and is meant for 18+ readers only.
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